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PRESS RELEASE 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

CRST and Pacer Establish Dedicated Drayage Agreements,  

CRST Forms New CRST IMX Operating Unit 

 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, April 24, 2012 (BUSINESS WIRE) – Pacer International and CRST International 

announced today that they have agreed to multi-market dedicated drayage agreements focused on 

driving intermodal drayage efficiencies and providing incremental capacity for Pacer. Additionally, CRST 

has formed a separate operating unit, CRST IMX, within its Dedicated Services, Inc. subsidiary to provide 

this service.  CRST IMX will market, sell, and operate an efficient network of intermodal drayage and 

other short-haul trucking services utilizing CRST’s on site management, dedicated tractors and qualified 

drivers.    

The initial focus of CRST IMX will be to provide incremental capacity to Pacer as part of its highly 

integrated intermodal door-to-door product offering. The companies plan to add 200 trucks in 2012 with 

the first markets being Chicago, IL and Salt Lake City, UT. CRST will dedicate dray capacity using the 

latest model day cabs enabling Pacer to service heavier commodities while being more eco-friendly and 

fuel efficient. An expanded and collaborative effort by Pacer and CRST to attract additional short haul 

business is expected to reduce empty miles and help balance equipment flows. 

“We are extremely excited about partnering with CRST to provide a higher integrated service offering at a 

competitive cost,” said Dan Avramovich, chairman and CEO of Pacer International. “The establishment of 

CRST dedicated contract agreements will allow Pacer to expand its dray capacity while tightly integrating 

the critical order management, street route planning, and dispatch management processes.” 

 “A leader in intermodal transportation, Pacer is an ideal customer for our dedicated capacity solutions for 

the short-haul and drayage market,” said Dave Rusch, president and CEO of CRST International. “Pacer 

has a deep understanding of the intermodal business and has long-time relationships with railroads, 

steamship lines, beneficial cargo owners and other users of intermodal transportation.  Given CRST’s 

ability to rapidly provide safe, qualified drivers and efficient tractors, we expect that our dedicated 

solutions will attract other customers and allow for better equipment utilization, fewer empty miles, and 

lower costs.”  

### 

 

ABOUT CRST INTERNATIONAL, INC. (www.crst.com)  

Cedar Rapids, Iowa–based CRST International, Inc. is one of the largest privately-held transportation 

companies in the United States. Through its five operating companies, CRST provides a broad array of 

transportation solutions, including expedited van, flatbed, dedicated services, brokerage, transportation 

management, high value product white glove moving services and expedited temperature controlled 

services. CRST’s operating companies are made up of CRST Expedited, Inc. (including Temperature 

Controlled Team Service), CRST Malone, Inc., CRST Dedicated Services, Inc., CRST Logistics, Inc. and 

Specialized Transportation, Inc. For more information, visit www.crst.com or call (800) 736-CRST (2778). 

SOURCE: CRST International, Inc. 

http://www.crst.com/
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ABOUT PACER INTERNATIONAL (www.pacer.com)  

Pacer International, a leading asset-light North American freight transportation and global logistics 
services provider, offers a broad array of services to facilitate the movement of freight from origin to 
destination through its intermodal and logistics operating segments. The intermodal segment offers 
container capacity, integrated local transportation services, and door-to-door intermodal shipment 
management. The logistics segment provides truck brokerage, warehousing and distribution, international 
freight forwarding, and supply-chain management services. For more information on Pacer International, 
visit www.pacer.com.  

SOURCE: Pacer International, Inc.  
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